
Sentence credit ("truth-in-sentencing") provision 

 Must serve 85% of sentence, regardless of behavior 

 Crimes like armed robbery only have this provision when there is great bodily harm 

 Equates possession-only offense with major violence  

 

Gun possession with a record (UUW-felon) 
 5-14 years for a loaded gun (gun + bullet = “second” offense) 

 Senior citizens with 30-year-old drug convictions treated like people with recent histories  

 Currently carries a range of 2-10 for first offense, 3-14 for second/subsequent aka firearm plus 

ammo 

 

Aggravated UUW 
 3-6 years for possession of a loaded gun w/o a license (unless renewal application was submitted) 

 Currently carries 1-3 years 

 Intended specifically for first-time offenders.  A second offense qualifies for UUW-felon (above) 

 

Gun possession by a Street gang member 
 4-10 years for a loaded unlicensed gun 

 Currently Class 2 felony carrying 3-10 years 

 

Community Economic Costs, Neighborhood Stabilization, and Equal Justice 

Incarceration affects individual earnings and health, children and families, local economies, and 

neighborhood stability.  When incarceration is geographically concentrated and imposed for longer 

periods of time on a large scale, community costs are noticeable and devastating.  Interestingly, when 

they are measured, many negative community effects attributable to incarceration are categorized as 

costs of criminality itself, not as the costs of a particular public policy response to criminality.  The 

social context in which mandatory minimum sentences are applied matters.   

 

Sentencing for “strict liability” offenses like gun or drug possession occurs only after a large number 

of criminal process decisions (e.g. stop and frisk searches or requests to search a vehicle during a 

traffic stop) have been made, each of which carries a disproportionate minority impact.  Even when 

mandatory sentencing is applied in a manner that appears race-neutral, the overall negative impacts fall 

unevenly upon minority defendants, influencing the public’s perceptions about race and crime. 

 

Because they reduce judicial discretion, mandatory minimum reforms were initially supported by some 

advocates of racial justice who believed that uniform sentences would prevent racial bias from entering 

the sentencing process and reduce racial sentencing disparities.  Instead, the ostensibly race-neutral 

reform had the opposite effect.  For more than two decades, it has been clear that white, non-Hispanic 

defendants arrested for mandatory minimum-eligible offenses are less likely to be charged at the 

mandatory level, more likely to be given diversion options, and less likely to be convicted at the 

mandatory level, than similarly-situated African-American and Hispanic defendants.  The vast 

majority of criminal cases result in a plea agreement, meaning that the sentencing decision is the lone 

moment between arrest and prison during which a neutral party – the criminal court judge – evaluates 

the severity of the offense and takes into consideration both aggravating and mitigating factors.  

Mandatory sentences remove neutral judgment from sentencing. 


